CPM Beta Raven can provide a cost effective way to help you to meet the challenges of today’s economy by reducing your production overhead. CPM Beta Raven has the experience and expertise to provide UL rated electrical control panels for any size project or provide a reliable source for OEM production runs.

CPM Beta Raven has been engineering and manufacturing control panels for over 40 years. Located in St. Charles, Missouri, CPM Beta Raven is centrally located to help reduce logistical challenges of shipping panels throughout the US, Canada and Mexico.

Our staff can accommodate any of your needs, whether you just need a source to “build to your design” or totally engineer a solution from the start.

We provide detailed CAD drawings to allow for easy inclusion in your final project documentation.

CPM Beta Raven has built everything from PLC logic panels and motor control panels to simple “on/off” control panels.

The industries that we have served over the years include feed mills, bakeries, food and beverage, chemical processing, bio-energy, ingredient pre-mix and wood pellet.

A typical CPM Beta Raven panel is designed for ease of use, allowing you to add or remove devices as your facility or processes changes.

CPM Beta Raven’s family of automation products, services and reputation are the best in the industry, making us the logical choice for your automation needs.